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Abstract: Microgrids have a strong ability to generate local power and consume renewable energy,
which can solve the problems of power supply shortages and greenhouse gas emissions created
in the process of social development. The honeycombed active distribution network (HADN) can
flexibly, independently, and interconnectedly operate microgrids through power exchange stations,
so appropriate HADN dispatch can produce increased low-carbon benefits than general microgrids.
In this study, we first designed a model for optimizing HADN with the lowest carbon emission as
the target, then we introduced the concept of carbon emission flow into the optimization process to
determine the carbon emission level of each element. Finally, we illustrated and verified the proposed
model by a HADN composed of three microgrids. The optimization results of the case study showed
that by scheduling the DGs within the microgrids, the total carbon emissions of the system were
reduced from 123,328.1 to 117,688 kgCO2; the system with a HADN structure was able to produce
only 110,958 kgCO2 and effectively reduce carbon emissions by 10%, which proved that HADN
can be scheduled with high flexibility and provides increased low-carbon performance through the
proposed optimization dispatch method.

Keywords: honeycombed active distribution network (HADN); carbon emission flow (CEF);
optimization dispatch

1. Introduction

With the development of science and technology, modern lives are increasingly com-
plex, thereby requiring a large amount of resources to support. With this huge requirement
for resources, energy and environment problems have become increasingly serious, chal-
lenging the further development of human society. Against this background, most nations
have decided to consider dramatically reduce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emission while
planning the development of their economy and other aspects. Specifically, the transfigura-
tion of electric power systems is being prioritized because electric power has historically
been the most important energy form; almost all of the serious effort to pursue carbon
reduction requires the support from the corresponding electronic power systems. Most
of the GHG emissions are generated by the burning of fossil fuels; thus, curbing the use
of fossil fuels and finding alternative energy resources are two key issues to address the
energy and environmental problems [1].

In recent years, the development of renewable energy generation (REG), for example,
wind power, photovoltaic power, and hydrogen fuel cell generation, has pushed the gener-
ation of power systems to undergo deep transformation from centralized to distributed
generation [2,3]. That is, more and more small- and medium-scale REG plants are being
connected to power systems, especially in distributed power systems. REG plants have also
produced significant challenges for the planning and operation of power systems while
generating electricity, because of the randomness and uncertainty of REG [4]. In power
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systems, the generated power must be balanced with the load; otherwise, the frequency
and voltage shift far from normal values, which causes outages and other faults in power
systems. However, the power generated by the REG cannot be chosen by humans, as it is
related to the conditions in nature, e.g., wind speed, so it is hard to ensure balance in power
systems with a high penetration of REG.

In order to solve the power balance problem in distributed power systems with a
high penetration of REG, some scholars put forward the concept of microgrids, in which
distributed generators (DGs), energy storage units (ESs), various alternating current (AC)
and direct current (DC) user loads, and related control and protection devices are combined
to form a small-scale power system with independent operation capability [5–7]. Compared
with traditional distribution power systems, microgrid-based distribution power systems
are smaller and simpler in structure, easier to control, and have a stronger ability to realize
local power generation and consumption [8]. Thus, microgrids provide a powerful tool
to address the challenges produced by a high penetration of REG. However, microgrids
usually have a limited capability to adjust their power generation to ensure the power
balance; thus, they usually require the support of other sources, for example, another
microgrid or a main power system. Therefore, with the development of microgrids in
distribution power systems, microgrid technology has gradually developed from a single
microgrid to multiple microgrids. Furthermore, because of there are many types of genera-
tors and power supplies connected to different microgrids, the GHGs emitted by different
generators are different from each other, so with different power generation profiles, the
GHG emissions of the whole system also differ. Thus, with multiple microgrids, the carbon
emissions of the whole system can be optimized. This feature of multiple microgrids makes
them outstanding as an attractive potential solution for a low-carbon distribution power
system with high a penetration of DGs and ESs [9].

With the development of the multiple microgrid structure in distribution power sys-
tems, the honeycombed active distribution network (HADN) was proposed as a structure
for unifying multiple-microgrid-based distribution networks, which is based on a topology
adapted for the large-scale application of microgrids [10]. In HADN, considering the power
and information interaction between microgrids, each microgrid is interconnected through
a power exchange station (PES). The interactions of geographic connections and power in-
formation in microgrids are enhanced by linking neighboring microgrids together through
PESs [11]. The reliability of the HADN was evaluated, and a mathematical model for the
simulation of the reliability of the HADN was constructed using the Markov process to
verify the high power supply of the HADN reliability [12]. In the study of the strategy for
controlling this topology, Refs. [13,14] conducted normal operating condition power bal-
ance analysis, fault isolation and stability analysis during abnormal operating conditions,
and proposed a control strategy for HADNs. Ref. [15] studied its optimization schedul-
ing problem, selected the minimization of operating costs as the optimization objective,
used the distributed optimization method based on the consistency constraint for optimal
scheduling, and analyzed the impact of the application of HADNs on the economy and
reliability of microgrid groups.

To analyze the direction of carbon flow between system microgrids and the division
of carbon emission responsibility, the concept of carbon emission flow intensity (CEI) was
proposed for the low-carbon analysis of power grids, providing a new perspective for the
analysis of low-carbon power systems [16,17]. The theoretical systems, and methods of
analysis and calculation of carbon emission flow have been further improved and verified
by various types of transmission systems, and the real-time carbon emission flow intensity
(CEI) of any node of a system can be obtained according to any known system power
distribution [18–22]. In recent years, this concept has also been gradually introduced in
grid carbon emission analysis and optimization scheduling.

Releated Work

Research on low-carbon optimization of power grid has been increasing in recent years.
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Ref. [23] used the hourly power production of DER and the hourly storage unit level
to minimize the annual cost of generators, carbon emissions of the overall system, and line
losses.Through the multiobjective approach based on nondomination, the problem of the
24-hour unit commitment of DGs to supply a microgrid connected to the main grid was
addressed.

Ref. [24] presented a new emission-constrained power-generation expansion model to
meet emission targets. These researchers considered REG and evaluated the year-round
generation and emission cost using a dynamic programming based unit commitment.
They finally provided the optimal results and studied the variation in generation costs for
different emission prices.

Ref. [25] presented a novel model of a low-carbon distribution network containing
microgrids, which considered different GHG emission levels and the generation costs of
various distributed power generation types. At last, using the chaotic ant swarm algo-
rithm, the simulation results showed the correctness and validity of the model considering
different prices of CO2 emissions.

Ref. [26] proposed a model for analyzing electricity production and storage in a
microgrid, with the goal of satisfying load demand at minimal production costs and CO2
emissions. The paper presents the results of a simulation of the production and storage of
electricity in a microgrid that was part of a distribution network.

Ref. [27] proposed an optimized dispatch model, which considered the carbon capture
device and wind power plant. The model was solved by the binary DE-BBO algorithm
and the minimum marginal cost method. The proposed model could enable low-carbon
dispatch with remarkable energy-saving efficiency.

Ref. [28] established a CEF analysis model of ESs, based on which the low-carbon
optimization operation model of a distribution network with the lowest carbon emission
as the objective function was established. The model provided an effective reference for
establishing the low-carbon optimization operation method of power distribution networks.

Ref. [29] established a modified low-carbon economic dispatch model for integrated
energy systems, which is based on CEF for an energy hub and carbon trading. Carbon
trading cost was considered in the optimal economic dispatch, and the case study of models
indicated that the proposed model more stringently controlled carbon emissions.

Table 1 summarizes the related studies we selected in this research. It is essential
to highlight the evolution of studies on optimization problems, which are made flexible
through the use of configurable variables and are dispatchable for the development of
demand; thus, they able to be used to reconfigure power generation portfolios, thereby con-
tributing to the concept of a low-carbon grid. However, the above low-carbon optimization
operation methods were all applied to traditional distribution networks or small microgrids.
Because the process of optimizing HADNs needs to consider the power exchanged between
different microgrids through PESs, the optimization model is different. Additionally, opti-
mization with the goal of low-carbon emission requires a real-time calculation of the CEI of
each microgrid to control the direction and magnitude of the power flow. The conventional
optimization methods are not applicable to HADN, so this gap still exists. In this study, we
addressed this gap, which reflects the innovation and importance of the research presented
in this paper.

As a large number of DGs and ESs can be connected to a HADN, and the unique
configuration of a HADN allows for flexible power dispatch, ensuring that it can dispatch
power sources according to the low-carbon level of power generation, HADN has advan-
tages in low-carbon operation. Therefore, a low-carbon optimization method for HADN is
urgently needed to fully achieve its low-carbon performance. The main objective of the
optimization dispatch model in this study is to reasonably reduce the carbon emissions
of a HADN by scheduling the power output of the main grid, DGs, and ESs, as well as
the charging and discharging power direction and size of the ES sat PESs. The whole
model is divided into two parts: the microgrid and PES parts. According to the carbon
emission intensity (CEI) of different power generators, general software is used to solve
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the optimization model. The PES part is performed by formulating the charging and
discharging rules of the ESs related to carbon emissions. We specifically designed the
PES-microgrid transmission factors for the power transmission problem between PESs
and microgrids by using the CEI node obtained from CEF analysis theory. Finally, the
model was validated on a HADN consisting of three microgrids. The optimization results
proved that through the optimization dispatch established in this study, the HADN can
not only reasonably arrange the power output of the DGs inside the microgrids, but also
coordinate the low-carbon power dispatch among the microgrids. Compared with other
types of distribution networks, the HADN produces the best low-carbon effect and can be
flexible in inter-regional power dispatching according to the optimization target.

Table 1. Summary of related studies.

Reference, Year Objective Unknowns Solving Method Test System

[23], 2010
To minimize annual

cost, carbon emissions
and line losses

Output power of DERs
and storage unit level NSGA-II A MV microgrid

[24], 2011 To minimize fuel and
aggregated costs Output power of DERs Enumeration method IEEE 30-bus system

[25], 2012 To minimize generation
and emission costs Output power of DERs Chaotic ant swarm

Aagorithm
A distribution network
containing microgrids

[26], 2013
To satisfy load demand
at minimal production

costs and emissions

Power production and
storage FICO Xpress A microgrid system

[27], 2015
To minimize the total
cost including the cost

of carbon emissions

The output power of
DERs

Binary DE-BBO
algorithm

IEEE-RTS 24-bus
system

[28], 2019 To minimize carbon
emissions of the system

Power production and
storage CPLEX IEEE 33-bus system

[29], 2019
To minimize IES

outsourcing energy and
carbon trading costs

Output power of DERs Gurobi An IES containing
CCHP

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the structure and
features of HADN, and the definition and calculation of the CEI. Section 3 establishes
the model of the low-carbon optimization dispatch of the HADN. Section 4 presents
the numerical evaluation and discussion of the computational results, then analyses the
flexibility of the dispatch of HADN. Finally, the conclusions of this study are given in
Section 5.

2. Overview of HADN and CEF
2.1. HADN Structure and Features

As shown in Figure 1, a HADN is constructed with two fundamental parts: the active
microgrids and the PESs. Each microgrid is connected to the PES through the common
connection point (CCP) to exchange power between the microgrid and PES. Without loss
of generality, the topology of the microgrid is abstracted into the hexagon with the PES
located at the six corners of the hexagon, as shown in the figure.

The PES contains the circuit breaks, busbar integration, power electronic converters,
and energy storage unit to support the power connection and energy storage function of
the power system operator. With circuit breakers and a DC/DC converter, the PES can be
connected to different microgrids with different voltage levels and support a controllable
power flow path between the connected microgrids. The structure of the HADN provides
a flexible solution to the challenge created by the high penetration rate of renewable
energy. The active microgrid shown in Figure 1 can be operated in grid-connected or
island models. Each active microgrid can adopt multiple-voltage-level AC, DC, or mixed
AC/DC distributions. Under normal conditions, the power supply and load within each
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microgrid are self-balancing. When there are power fluctuations or dispatching by the
decision center, the power is exchanged with neighbor microgrids through PESs to achieve
dynamic balancing.

PES CCP

DC/DC DC/DC

AC/DC

ES

Communication 

Module

Monitoring Module

Control Module

Decision Center

Micro-

grid

Micro-

grid

Micro-

grid

Figure 1. Structure of HADN.

Compared with other existing distribution networks, HADNs have the following
advantages:

(1) High controllability, stronger grid distribution structure, and the failure of one
microgrid does not affect the normal operation of the other microgrids. The traditional
grid structure of an active distribution network is determined through a large area network
power supply method, where any fault may affect other areas, which may cause systemic
instability collapse and large blackouts in serious cases. In contrast, each microgrid in a
HADN autonomously operates and interconnects with the others through PESs. When any
microgrid fails, all PESs can quickly determine and cut off the power connection channel
between them, thus isolating the microgrid from the distribution network, ensuring a
strong and intelligent distribution network.

(2) In HADNs, each microgrid has six associated PESs to provide active support and
auxiliary balance regulation, which effectively improves the operational stability and power
supply reliability of the system.

(3) HADNs have good scalability and easy design and conversion. The traditional
distribution network is difficult and costly to expand and renovate, often requiring new
system design, equipment capacity accounting, et.. HADNs consist of a standard configu-
ration of microgrids that are organically connected together through PESs, so distribution
network planning and design, construction, and renovation are easy.

(4) The marketization of electric power is easier. The traditional distribution network
adopts large regional network power supply method, which has strong natural monopoly
property and is not conducive to power market reform. HADN realizes microgrid au-
tonomous power supply, and the operation of each microgrid is relatively independent, so
it is easier to realize power marketization.

(5) The property of HADNs that best fits the low-carbon scheduling problem in this
study is their strong capacity to handle the high penetration rate of renewable energy.
With increasing penetration of renewable energy generation, the stability and reliability of
traditional distribution networks have become worse because they cannot flexibly control
the power flow to deal with the random fluctuations in the generated active power by
renewable energy. Thus, compared with traditional distribution networks, HADNs have a
much more flexible structure. The microgrids in a HADN construct a relatively independent
micropower system, and the generated DG can be first consumed in the local area, and
the unbalanced power can be transported to other microgrids and the ESs in the PESs
to overcome the power unbalance issue. Thus, the interactions of different microgrids
with the ESs in the PESs make HADNs much more suitable for the integration of REG.
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Additionally, the HADN topology has a large number of ESs, which require little energy
storage and a relatively simple model, thereby considerably reduces the construction cost
of the microgrids.

The traditional distribution network has a single source of power and a constant tidal
path direction. The source of electrical energy for the ES is also fixed. In comparison,
HADNs have the following features for power path control: The ESs in the PESs have
peak-shaving and valley-filling effects on the CEI. When the microgrid is in low-carbon
operation, the ESs absorb low-carbon power from the microgrid through CCP. When the
microgrid enters a high-carbon operation period, the ESs can release low-carbon power to
the microgrid. Normally, one PES can connect up to three microgrids, and there are more
than one PES in a HADN, so HADNs are networks with deep crossovers. In summary,
because of the above features of HADNs, the PESs can find the lowest-carbon intensity
source to release active power, which means that it can achieve the lowest carbon emission
operation of the system. HADNs are also suitable for the facilitation of the reasonable
distribution of low-carbon emission targets among microgrids in each region. In order
to cope with the situation in which a microgrid has the lowest CEI, the charging and
discharging rules of the ESs of the PESs can be artificially adjusted to change the electric
energy path in order to balance the carbon emission responsibilities between regions and
ensure the overall reasonable operation of the distribution system.

As shown by the analysis above, HADN has advantages in flexible low-carbon op-
eration. So, the main objective of optimization dispatch in this study was to reasonably
reduce the carbon emissions of a HADN by scheduling the power output of the main grid,
DGs, and ESs, as well as the charging and discharging direction and power of the ESs in
the PESs.

2.2. CEF Definitions

The concept of CEF proposed in [17] was introduced for the optimization of low-
carbon emissions in the HADN to quantify the attribution of carbon emission responsibility
within and between different microgrids. The calculation of CEF is often accompanied by
the calculation of power flow. The carbon emission of branch flows from a node is equal to
the CEI of the node, which is used to derive a solution to the CEF distribution of the power
system under any power flow distribution. The definitions and calculations of the relevant
physical quantities were detailed in [18], and are organized in Table 2.

The carbon emissions of a traditional network are only related to the CEI of the main
grid, DGs, and ESs, if the structure of the system remains unchanged, because the CEI
of each node is only related to the branch carbon emission flow rate and active power
flowing into that node, which are determined by the power flowing into the network
from the sources. Therefore, if the discharge CEI of each source is known, the reasonable
arrangement of the power output of each source can be used to adjust the carbon emissions
of the system.

Table 2. Physical quantities of CEF theory.

Physical Quantity Meaning Calculation Formula

Branch CEF (F) Amount of carbon emission flow on
the branch

Branch CER (R) Carbon flow rate of a branch that passes
with the power flow per unit time t R = dF

dt

Branch CEI (ρ) Ratio of branch carbon emission flow rate
to active power P ρ = R

P

Nodal CEI (e)
Equivalent carbon emission value on the

generation side caused by a unit of
electricity consumed at the node

e = ∑N
i=1 Piρi

∑N
i=1 Pi

= ∑N
i=1 Ri

∑N
i=1 Pi
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It is necessary to pay special attention to the CEI of ESs because it is not a constant
value and is determined by the charging and discharging process. When the ES is charged,
the process of accumulating power is also the process of accumulating CEF, and the ES can
be regarded as a load. When the ES is discharged, the process of discharging is also the
process of injecting the carbon flow previously accumulated back into the power system,
and the ES is regarded as a generator. Thus, when calculating the CEF of a distribution
network with ESs, there is a parameter that needs to be calculated. The discharge CEI of
the ES when it switches from charging to discharging state after the Nth charging period,
eES(N), is calculated as Equation (1), which indicates carbon emissions per kilowatt of
electrical power. It is based on the remaining power and carbon flow rate of the ES at
the last change from the discharged to the charged state (moment T0, Q0, and F0), the
conversion efficiency of the ES charging and discharging process, η, the charging power
and carbon intensity at the ith charging period (Pi and ei), and the period length, ∆t.

eES(N) =
1
η

F0 + ∑N
i=1 Piei∆t

Q0 + ∑N
i=1 Pi∆t

(1)

3. Proposed Low-Carbon Optimization Method

The whole model is divided into two parts, the microgrid and PES parts. According to
the carbon emission intensity (CEI) of different power generators, general software is used
to solve the optimization model. The PES part is dispatched by formulating the charging
and discharging rules of the ESs related to carbon emissions. Optimization is mainly
focused on the microgrid part; the considered inequality constraints are the generating unit
capacity limits, while the equality constraint is the generation–demand balance.

3.1. Objective Function

The objective of optimization is to minimize the carbon emissions of the system,
which is defined as Equation (2). fSG is the total carbon emission of the system, where
each multiplication element corresponds to the carbon emissions emitted by each source.
PGRID,t is the power from the superior main grid at time t, PDG,k,t is the power emitted
from the DG k within the microgrid at time t, PPES,t is the power emitted from the ES in the
PES to the microgrid at time t, eGRID,t is the CEI of the main grid, eDG,k,t is the CEI of the
DG k in the microgrid at time t, and ePES, t is the CEI of the discharging ES in the PES at
time t.

fSG =
T

∑
t=1

(PGRID,teGRID,t +
K

∑
k=1

PDG,k,teDG,k + PPES,tePES,t) (2)

The CEI eDK,k in the objective function is determined only by the DG’s own character-
istics within the system, eGRID,t is determined only by the main grid operating state, and
ePES,t is determined by the PES operating state, all of which are unaffected by the operating
state of the distribution system. So, the objective function Equation (2) is a linear function.

3.2. Constraints

The power flow balance constraint for an AC system is shown as Equation (3), where
Pi,t and Qi,t represent the active and reactive power of node i at time t, respectively; Ui,t
and Uj,t represent the voltages of nodes i and j at time t, respectively; Gij and Bij represent
the conductivity and conductance of the branch ij, respectively; and θij,t is the phase angle
difference of nodes i and j at time t.{

Pi,t = Ui,t ∑n
j=1 Uj,t(Gijcosθij,t + Bijsinθij,t)

Qi,t = Ui,t ∑n
j=1 Uj,t(Gijsinθij,t − Bijcosθij,t)

(3)
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For a DC system, the exchanged power between connected buses, Pij,t, is modeled
based on the voltage angles of buses θi,t and the conductance of branch ij, Gij according to
Equation (4).

Pij,t = Gij(θi,t − θj,t) (4)

The generation–consumption balance is satisfied using Equation (5), where PGRID,t is
the power generated by the main grid at time t, ∑ PDG,t is the total power emitted by the
DGs at time t, and ∑ PLOAD,t is the total power consumed by the loads at time t.

PGRID,t + ∑ PDG,t −∑ PLOAD,t =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

Pij (5)

Constraint Equation (6) defines the limitations on the power output of the main grid.

PGRID,min ≤ PGRID,t ≤ PGRID,max (6)

Constraint Equation (7) defines the limitations on the power output of the DG.

PDG,min ≤ PDG,t ≤ PDG,max (7)

The operational constraints of ESs are mainly divided into two categories: capacity
and power. The capacity constraint is the charging and discharging power limit of ESs, as
shown in Equation (8), where PES,t is the charging power of the ES in the tth time period;
Pin,max, Pout,max are the maximum charging and discharging powers of the ES, respectively.

−Pout,max ≤ PES,t ≤ Pin,max (8)

The charging and discharging power constraints of the ES are shown in Equations (9)
and (10), where Qmax is the maximum charge power of the ES; QES,t−1 is the power already
stored in the ES at the last time period ( period t− 1).

PES,t ≤
Qmax −QES,t−1

δt
(9)

|PES,t| ≤
QES,t−1

δt
(10)

3.3. Optimization Process

The method proposed in this paper is aimed at reducing carbon emissions, so the
optimization idea is as follows: Under the premise of ensuring the normal operation
of the network, the power output of the power sources and exchanged by the PESs are
determined according to the discharge CEI. Through the optimal scheduling arrangement
of each generator, the microgrid operation is low-carbon. The optimization of the network
is divided into two parts: microgrids and PESs.

The independent optimization process of each microgrid is as follows:
Step 1: Read the load data in this period, the electricity of the ESs in the previous

period, and the carbon flow and DG output data.
Step 2: Assuming that the ESs are in a quasi-off-grid state, the above model can be

solved by general software to obtain the output power of each DG and the main grid.
Step 3: Calculate the CEI of each node of the system according to the CEF calculation

method.
Step 4: Compare the discharge CEI of the ESs esn with the CEI of node i where the

ES is located ei to determine the operating state of the ES. If esn < ei, the ES is set to the
discharge state. If esn > ei, the ES is set to the charg state. If esn = ei, the ES remains in the
off-grid state.

Step 5: When the states of all ESs are determined, the ESs set to the charging state are
equivalent to the load of the maximum charging power, while the ESs set to the discharging
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state are equivalent to the generator. The discharging CEI of the ESs is calculated as 1. The
ESs in the off-grid state are removed from the system.

For PESs, the dispatchable element is the ESs in the PESs and the adjacent microgrid’s
exchange power. The size of the exchange power in the study was the maximum delivery
power of the ESs, PPES. The carbon intensities of the CCPs of three microgrids connected
to the PESs are eCCPi, eCCPj, eCCPk; the carbon intensity of the PES is ePES. The size of the
power transfer from the PES to the microgrid i is Ki ∗ PPES; the transmission factor Ki is
calculated using Equation (11).

Ki =


1, eCCPi > ePES

−1, eCCP < ePES and eCCPi ≤ eCCPj ≤ eCCPk

0, eCCPi = ePES or eCCPj or k ≤ eCCPi ≤ ePES

(11)

Based on the above two-part optimization scheme for microgrids and PESs, the overall
HADN optimization process based on optimal carbon emission proposed in this paper is
shown in Figure 2. The steps are as follows:

Step 1: Read the CEI of the main grid, DGs, and ESs within the microgrids, and the
initial power and initial data of the ESs in the PESs at each time of the day.

Step 2: Enter the initial moment. First assume that each microgrid and the PES
do not exchange electrical energy. Use general software to solve the above model and
independently optimize each microgrid. Obtain the power output data of the main grid,
DGs, and ESs in each microgrid.

Step 3: Calculate the CEI of each node within the microgrids based on the data
obtained in step 2.

Step 4: Compare the discharge CEI of the ESs in the PESs, ePES, with the CEI of the
CCP of microgrid i, ePCCi. Then, determine the power delivered by the PESs to microgrid
i, Ki ∗ PPES. If Ki = −1, the ESs of the PESs is regarded as a load connected to microgrid
i. IfKi = 1, the PES is regarded as a generator connected to microgrid i, and the CEI is the
discharge CEI at this moment. If Ki = 0, the PES is in the off-grid state and is not considered.

Step 5: Use the general software to solve the optimization model of each microgrid
again. Then, obtain the power generated by the main grids and DGs, and the charging and
discharging power of the ESs. Update the CEI data of the nodes of the system and calculate
the system carbon emissions.

Step 6: Update the power and carbon flow data of the ESs in the microgrid and the
ESs in the PESs for the next moment.

Step 7: If 24 time periods are reached, the optimization ends and the full-time opti-
mization results are output; otherwise, return to step 3.

In summary, the tools for solving an optimization problem can be divided into three
main classes: exact approaches, heuristics algorithms, and meta-heuristics algorithms. The
features of these three kinds of methods are analyzed in detail below to highlight the
contribution of this study.

(1) In exact approaches, mathematical models are usually developed using mathe-
matical modeling methods, and the optimal solution to the problem is obtained by using
optimization algorithms (simplex methods, branch-and-bound, branch-and-cut, etc.). They
can be used to solve problems in common mathematical models, such as linear program-
ming, integer programming, etc. CPLEX, GUROBI, FICO Xpress, SCIP, etc., can be used to
solve these problems, which greatly reduce the solution time.

(2) Heuristics algorithms are problem-oriented procedures but cannot possible to find
the optimal solution in a limited amount of time as the problem size increases. This requires
a trade-off between solution accuracy and computing time. For large-scale problems, we
do not need to find the optimal solution, but only a suboptimal solution or a satisfactory
solution in a short period of time. Heuristic algorithms include the construction and
improvement algorithms.
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(3) Meta-heuristics algorithms are usually applied to a wider range of aspects using a
general heuristic strategy without resorting to certain problem-specific conditions. They
have some requirements for the search process and can use certain operations to jump
out of the local optimum. In general, at least one initial feasible solution needs to be
provided to efficiently search in a predefined search space. Meta-heuristics algorithms
include simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, grey wolf optimizer, and Harris hawk
optimizer.

Input  CEI data for each generators and PES

t=0

Optimize each microgrid independently to obtain the nodal CEI

The charging PES is regarded as the load, and the discharging PES is regarded as the generator. 

Optimized microgrids again to obtain the optimized result at time t.

Updating the CEI of PES

t<24?

t+1

Output full time optimized results

End

Start

YES

NO

Assuming the PES is off-grid

Determine the size of Ki

Microgrid i charges the PES PES discharges to microgrid i

Ki=1Ki=-1

Put PES in off-grid state

Ki=0

Figure 2. System optimization flow chart.

A comparison of these three types of methods is summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of three types of methods.

Method Typical Algorithms Advantages Disadvantages

Exact approaches

Simplex algorithm,
branch-and-bound,

branch-and-cut (use solver
such as CPLEX)

Accurate optimal
solution

Slow in solvin
large-scale problems

Heuristics
algorithm

Construction algorithm,
improvement algorithm Fast operation speed Probably not the

optimal solution

Meta-heuristics
algorithm

Genetic algorithm, grey wolf
optimizer, Harris hawk

optimizer

Wide application and
high global search

capability

Initial feasible solution
and parameter selection

are required

From the above analysis, we concluded that with the CPLEX solver, strict optimal
solutions can be quickly obtained. This feature makes the proposed method much more
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effective than other optimization methods. As mentioned above, the heuristic and meta-
heuristic solving methods were designed for dealing with a very complex optimization
problems with a trade-off between solving precision and solving speed. However, the
developed model is for addressing linear programming problems; therefore, even for a
large-scale problem, CPLEX can quickly solve the problem. Furthermore, there are some
equality constraints in the developed model that lead to the need to constantly consider
these constraints during the iterative process, and even the need to add measures such as
penalty functions, which greatly increase the solving workload. Therefore, in this study,
CPLEX was chosen to solve the model, which made it possible to accurately obtain the
optimal solution in a very reasonable amount of solution time, and CPLEX is easy to use,
avoiding the need to process the constraints or specifically select the relevant parameters.

4. Numerical Evaluation
4.1. Case Study

In this section, a case study is used to verify the proposed optimization method.
Because the HADN is a new topology proposed in recent years, and there is no standard
test system yet, a test system was built in this study based on the features and requirements
of the supported project. The structure of the test system is shown in Figure 3, which is a
HADN composed of three typical microgrids and one PES.

Main Grid

17 182 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

DG1

DG2 DG3 ES

1

33

112 3 4

6 8
910

12

1314

1

DG1

DG2

Main Grid

5

7

CCP

Microgrid
1

Microgrid
2

Microgrid
3

PES

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the reference system.

Microgrid 1 is a modified IEEE 33-bus system [30] in which three DGs and one ES are
added to format an autonomous grid. The CCP in microgrid 1 was set as node 22. Micro-
grids 2 and 3 are both DC grids, which are transformed from the IEEE 14-bus system [31],
and two DGs are added to both systems. The CCPs in microgrids 2 and 3 was set as as
node 12. The branch conductance, node power, and node voltage of the three microgrids
are shown in Tables 4 and 5. The parameters of all power sources in each microgrid are
shown in Table 6.
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Table 4. Parameters of microgrid 1.

Node i Node j Resistance
(Ω)

Reactance
(h)

Load of j
(MW) Node i Node j Resistance

(Ω)
Reactance

(h)
Load of j

(MW)

1 2 0.0922 0.047 0.1 + 0.06i 2 3 0.493 0.2511 0.09 + 0.04i
3 4 0.366 0.1864 0.12 + 0.08i 4 5 0.3811 0.1941 0.06 + 0.03i
5 6 0.819 0.707 0.6 + 0.02i 6 7 0.18772 0.6188 0.2 + 0.1i
7 8 0.7114 0.2351 0.2 + 0.1i 8 9 1.03 0.74 0.06 + 0.02i
9 10 1.044 0.74 0.06 + 0.02i 10 11 0.1966 0.065 0.045 + 0.03i

11 12 0.3744 0.1238 0.06 + 0.035i 12 13 1.468 1.155 0.12 + 0.08i
13 14 0.5416 0.7129 0.06 + 0.01i 14 15 0.591 0.526 0.06 + 0.01i
15 16 0.7463 0.545 0.06 + 0.01i 16 17 1.289 1.721 0.06 + 0.02i
17 18 0.732 0.574 0.09 + 0.04i 2 19 0.164 0.1565 0.09 + 0.04i
19 20 1.5042 1.3554 0.09 + 0.04i 20 21 0.4095 0.4784 0.09 + 0.04i
21 22 0.7089 0.9373 0.09 + 0.04i 3 23 0.4512 0.3083 0.09 + 0.05i
23 24 0.898 0.7091 0.42 + 0.2i 24 25 0.896 0.7011 0.42 + 0.2i
26 27 0.2842 0.1447 0.06 + 0.025i 6 26 0.203 0.1034 0.06 + 0.025i
28 29 0.8042 0.7006 0.12 + 0.07i 27 28 1.059 0.9337 0.06 + 0.02i
30 31 0.9744 0.963 0.15 + 0.07i 29 30 0.5075 0.2585 0.2 + 0.6i
31 32 0.3105 0.3619 0.21 + 0.1i 32 33 0.341 0.5302 0.06 + 0.04i

Note: i represents the imaginary part of the plural.

Table 5. Parameters of microgrids 2 and 3.

Node i Node j Resistance (Ω) Load of j (MW) Node i Node j Resistance (Ω) Load of j (MW)

1 2 0.3968 0.2 8 10 0.5819 0.45
1 3 0.5818 0.4 3 11 0.5818 0.1
1 4 0.5818 0.1 4 12 0.4762 0.1
2 5 0.4762 0.2 4 13 0.4232 0.1
2 6 0.4232 0.3 13 14 0.2116 2.1
5 7 0.2116 0.15 6 10 0.2115
3 8 0.4232 0.5 11 12 0.2115
8 9 0.5232 0.06 7 14 0.4761

Table 6. Operating parameters of sources in microgrids.

Microgrid Source Node CEI (kgCO2/kWh) Pmax (kW) Pmax (kW)

Microgrid 1

Main grid 1 1 Figure 4 4000 0
DG1 7 0.55 650 0
DG2 24 0.60 600 0
DG3 25 0.65 1500 0
ES 33 0.7 (initial) 50 −50

Microgrid 2
Main grid 1 1 Figure 4 4000 0

DG1 10 0.55 800 0
DG2 14 0.65 1000 0

Microgrid 3
Main grid 2 1 Figure 4 4000 0

DG1 10 0.55 50 0
DG2 14 0.65 600 0

Although the actual scenario may be different, in this simulation, a reasonable set of
data was used for the calculation. The CEIs of the main grids 1 and 2 for 24 h are shown
in Figure 4. The capacity of the ESs in the PESs was 100 kW, and the power conversion
efficiency was 75% for both charging and discharging. The maximum storage power was
10, 000 kWh. In the initial state, the state of energy storage unit was set to 10%, the carbon
flow contained was 300 kgCO2, and the equivalent discharge CEI was 0.4 kgCO2/kWh.

The carbon emissions of the original microgrids without DGs, ESs, and PESs, E(T),
were calculated from the CEI of the main grid, eMG(T) and load power, PLOAD using
Equation (12). The carbon emissions at all times of the day are shown in Figure 5; the total
carbon emitted in one day was 123, 328.1 kgCO2.

E(T) = eMG(T)PLOAD (12)
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Figure 4. Carbon flow intensity of the main grids.
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Figure 5. Carbon emission of the original microgrids.

4.2. Optimization Dispatch Solutions

The proposed optimization method was implemented within Matlab, and the CPLEX
solver was used to solve the optimization model.

4.2.1. Dispatch within Microgrids

The internal power scheduling scheme of the microgrids is illustrated in Figure 6.
The data provided through the optimization that can be dispatched by the microgrids
are as follows: The physical quantities to be dispatched include the power injected into
microgrid 1 by the superior main grid 1, PMG1_1; the power emitted by the DGs and ESs
inside microgrid 1, PGEN1_1, PGEN1_2, PGEN1_3, and PES1; the power injected into microgrid
2 by main grid 1, PMG1_2; the power emitted by the DGs inside microgrid 2, PGEN2_1 and
PGEN2_2; the power injected into microgrid 3 by main grid 2, PMG2; and the power emitted
by the DGs inside microgrid 2, PGEN3_1 and PGEN3_2.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the low-carbon periods of the main grids are 1–7 h and
22–24 h, and the CEIs of the DGs and ESs are higher than those of the main grids. The
power required by the loads are completely provided by the main grids, while the DGs
do not contribute. The ESs are regarded as a load that absorb the low-carbon power at
this time; their CEIs change with charging time. When the main grids enter a high-carbon
period, 8–21 h, the carbon emission intensities of the DGs and ESs are lower than those of
the main grids. The power required is given priority by the DGs with low carbon intensity,
and the power output size is arranged according to the CEI and the upper and lower limits
of th constraints. The ES is regarded as the power generator to release the low-carbon
power previously absorbed.
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Figure 6. Power dispatch of power generators in microgrids.

4.2.2. Dispatch between Microgrids and PESs

The total power output for each period in Figure 6 is not equal, not only due to the
process of the charging and discharging states of the ESs inside microgrid 1, but also due
to the power exchanged between microgrids and PESs. Table 7 shows the values of the
transmission factors, K1, K2, and K3 for the 24 time periods, which determine the charging
and discharging states of the PESs.

Table 7. The values of the transmission factors K1, K2, and K3.

Time
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

K1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
K2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
K3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

Figure 7 illustrates the power delivered from the PESs to microgrids 1, 2 and 3 based
on Ki, and the CEI of the ESs of the PESs, which change with the power delivery process.

At 1–6 h and 23–24 h, the CEI of the CCP of microgrid 1 is the lowest and less than that
of the PESs, so microgrid 1 charges the PESs. The CEI of the PESs continuously decreases
in this charging process.

At 4 h, because the CEI of the CCP of microgrid 3 is the first to be higher than that of the
PESs, the PESs discharge to microgrid 3 at this time. The CEI of the PESs remains constant.

At 7–22 h, the main grid enters a high-carbon period, and the CEIs of microgrids 1, 2,
and 3 are all higher than those of the PESs, so the ESs in the PESs are reset to the discharging
state, and discharge to all the microgrids. The discharging CEI of the ESs in the PESs is
recalculated according to Equation (1).

Considering the conversion efficiency of the charging and discharging processesof
ESs, η, the charging CEI of the PES rises for a period of time at the beginning of charging,
and then slowly falls according to the CEI of the microgrids. In this case study, the CEI of
the PES tended to gradually decrease and converged to the lowest CEI of the microgrid
that charged it.
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Figure 7. Source of electrical power for PES and CEI of PES.

4.3. Results and Discussion

In order to verify the validity and superiority of the proposed method, we adopted
a comparative approach to our discussion. The structure and optimization models of
the three systems were organized as shown in Table 8. System 1 was the most primitive
microgrid, all load power was provided by the main grids, and no optimization conditions
were available. In system 2, DGs were on the basis of system 1, all load power was provided
by the main grids and DGs, and the optimization model needed to consider the power from
the main grids and DGs, which were optimized by the method proposed by [28]. System 3
was the test system in this study, i.e., a typical HADN that was optimized by the method
proposed in this paper. The comparison of carbon emissions for the three systems is shown
in Figure 8. The color blocks in the figure are divided into the low- and high-carbon periods
of the main grids.

Table 8. Three types of systems.

Structure Optimal Model

System 1 Original microgrids Not applicable

System 2 Original microgrids with DGs accessed Only consider power output from main grids
and DGs in microgrids

System 3 Original microgrids with DGs accessed
and connected by PES (HADN)

Consider power flow between microgrids and
PES on basis of model 2

Figure 9 provides further details on the two kinds of time periods. We selected 2–3 h
as a typical low-carbon period of the main grid, as shown in the first line of the figure.
Because the CEI of the main grid was low in this period, the ESs in the microgrid and the
ESs in the PESs were treated as loads absorbing electricity, which was equivalent to an
increase in the total load. So, the carbon emissions of system 3 were slightly larger than
those of systems 1 and 2 at this time. We selected 12–13 h as a typical high-carbon period of
the main grid, as shown in the second line in the figure. Because the ESs stored low-carbon
power from the previous low-carbon period of the main grid, its CEI was much lower
than at 0 h, the ESs acted as low-carbon distributed power sources and delivered power to
the microgrid. The main grid with a high CEI sent out less power, so most of the power
required by the load was generated by DGs and ESs. In the low-carbon period in the main
grid, the carbon emission of system 3 was at most 30 kgCO2 more than that of system 1,
but in the main grid in high-carbon period, such as 13 h, the carbon emission of system 3
was almost 2000 kgCO2 less than that of system 1.
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Figure 8. Comparison of carbon emissions of the three systems.
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Figure 9. Comparison of typical periods of the three systems.

The comparison of the three systems is summarized in Table 9.

Table 9. Comparison of the three systems.

DG PES Carbon Emissions (kgCO2) Ability to Control Carbon Emissions

× × 123,328.1 None
X × 117,688 Weak
X X 110,958 Strong

The total carbon emissions of system 1 was calculated as 123, 328.1 kgCO2 throughout
the day. When the system line parameters and load size were determined, the carbon
emission was only related to the CEI of the power injected into the system by the main grid.
System 1 did not have the to control carbon emissions.

However, emphasizing the green sustainability of power grids, DG technology is
developing, and DGs are increasingly being connected to grids. Grids of the system 1
type are gradually being replaced by those of the system 2 type, so system 2 has started
to become the most common grid structure. The total carbon emission of system 2 was
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117, 688 kgCO2, which was related to the sources of power. The system showed a certain
flexibility in regulating carbon emissions because of its ability to dispatch the power output
of the main grid and the DGs.

The total carbon emission of system 3 (HADN) was calcualted as 110, 958 kgCO2
for the whole day. The HADN is different from the distributed system, which is directly
connected by microgrids, but uses PESs to connect the microgrids. The carbon emissions
were not only related to the source of power from the main grids and DGs inside the
microgrids, but also to the power exchanged through the PESs. So, the emissions could be
adjusted by reasonably arranging the power output of the main grid and DGs. At the same
time, the PES, as an additional ES with a scheduling function, can exchange low-carbon
electricity between the microgrids.

We concluded that the total carbon emissions of system 3 were the lowest, although
the emissions were higher than those of systems 1 and 2 during the main grid high-carbon
period. This small increase in carbon emissions was insignificant compared with the total
carbon emissions for the whole day. Additionally, as the CEI of the main grid continued
to rise, the effects and advantages of HADN low-carbon optimization dispatch became
more prominent.

The direction of electrical energy flow from microgrids to the PESs in the HADN is
determined by the transmission factors, which can be artificially altered. The integration
of PESs increased the grid flexibility to enable the dispatch of low-carbon emissions. The
optimization objective in this study was to minimize the overall carbon emissions of the
system, so the decision scheme for the transmission factors follows the rule of transferring
electricity from low- to high-CEI microgrids. Each microgrid can make full use of the
low-carbon power from the neighboring microgrids, while each microgrid operates in
low-carbon status.

4.4. Practical Application Outlooks

This optimization of dispatch can be achieved by sending a command to the HADN-
integrated regulation center. Thus, PESs can quickly and effectively, change the power
flow between microgrids, and can issue scheduling instructions to neighboring microgrids
in a more timely manner. In practice, different transmission rules can be formulated
according to the different characteristics of the carbon emission responsibilities of each
region. For example, microgrid 1 acted as a charging station for the PESs in this case study
because it had the lowest CEI. If the general transmission rules are followed all the time,
microgrid 1 will place considerable pressure on low-carbon sustainable development, so
the transmission factors need to be adjusted to appropriately increase the priority of the
other microgrids. As a result, a scheduling strategy more suitable for coordinated, regional,
low-carbon development will be achieved.

Although this low-carbon optimization dispatch of a HADN has a number of advan-
tages, it also faces many challenges in practical situations, as follows:

(1) Applicability in practical situations
Our case study considered an idealized situation: it did not take into account the

possible lack of energy supply, degradation of energy storage components, or power
outages. Therefore, in practical applications, it is necessary to more comprehensively
consider the optimization objectives and to formulate reasonable constraints according to
the actual grid conditions. One of the most unique optimization ideas in this study is that
the power flow through PESs is based on the transmission factors. This idea can also be
applied to other optimization objective dispatches: the only change required is to simply
send a command to the integrated control center in the PESs to control the judgment rules
of the transmission factors.

(2) Economic issues
In order to achieve distribution autonomy, many PESs are required for HADN, and

given the current development status and the price of power semiconductors, it is possible
that their construction cost would account for a high percentage of the total. So, the
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technical cost of building HADNs must be comprehensively considered. However, in the
long term, with the further development of power semiconductor technology, the cost
of power electronic devices that constitute the PESs is bound to gradually decrease, and
coupled with the scale effect, there is reason to think that the construction costs of HADNs
will gradually drop to an acceptable range. Additionally, HADNs have stronger and more
flexible DER consumption capability, which is especially conducive to the distributed access
and consumption of more new energy in the future, thus reducing power abandonment,
compensating for the construction cost of PESs, and improving the overall economic
benefits of the distribution grid.

(3) Technical issues
First, the requirements are high regarding the autonomous capability of microgrids and

the autonomous operation of PESs. The basic idea of HADNs is to significantly reduce the
operational control and dispatch complexity at the distribution network level by increasing
the decision freedom between the PESs and the microgrids. The PESs must autonomously
reach agreements and complete power dispatch with the associated microgrid based on
the principle of competitive power market trading. The distribution network level thus
only needs to supervise the PES sand issue them the priority of the execution of regulation
instructions only when necessary. Second, the presence of PESs increases the number of
variable current devices in the distribution network. The parallel operation of multiple
inverters is prone to the ring current phenomenon and increases the network loss when the
output voltage parameters are inconsistent, which is a problem that must be considered
and studied in power system applications. At present, a variety of approaches have been
proposed for ring current suppression, such as using the virtual impedance method, adding
grid-connected transformers, and improving control strategies, all of which have achieved
certain results. How to effectively further suppress the circulating current problem in
HADNs is also a topic worthy of study in the future. Last, in HADNs, the operation control
of each microgrid is relatively independent, so its relaying protection can also be relatively
independently configured. However, because the microgrids are interconnected through
PESs, each microgrid is equivalent to a multiple power supply mode, so the configuration
of its relaying protection is more complicated than that of a traditional distribution network
with open-loop operation, which needs further study.

The optimization method designed in this study verified the excellent low-carbon
performance of HADNd and provides an idea for the flexible and optimal scheduling of
HADNs. With further research and the application of new technologies, the problems
above will be overcome one-by-one.

5. Conclusions

We designed an optimization dispatch model with the objective of minimizing the
carbon emissions of HADNs. The CEF concept was introduced for measuring the carbon
emissions of the system, so the output of power generators with different CEIs were
accurately allocated and the carbon emissions of the different microgrids in different regions
were clearly described. Transmission factors were introduced to address the problem of
electric energy flow between PESs and neighboring microgrids. The transmission factors
can be changed according to the optimization target in a timely manner to manipulate
the power flow, highlighting the unique advantages of HADNs: regional autonomy and
wide area interconnection. The mutual promotion of low-carbon undertakings between
microgrids in each region was realized. In this study, the factors were determined by the
CEI of each microgrid, so it could decide the direction of power from different microgrids
and PESs to achieve the low-carbon target. The values of the transmission factors were
determined by comparing the CEIs of the microgrids and PESs, thus regulating the energy
flow between the microgrids and PESs. More profoundly, if the dispatching is carried out
with other indicators, such as operation cost and power quality, the transmission factors
can also be used to achieve mutual benefits among microgrids, which greatly improves the
flexibility of the optimization of the dispatching of HADNs.
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A HADN case study was conducted to explore the effectiveness of the proposed
optimization method, and we analyzed the low-carbon performance of the HADN. The
scheduling results within the microgrids showed that the power supply could be scheduled
according to the CEI to produce the least carbon emissions within the microgrid. During
the low-carbon periods for the main grid, the load power could be fully supplied by the
main grid. As the CEI of main grid rose, the DGs with low CEI began to generate power.
The optimization results of the system including both microgrids and PES showed that the
HADN not only had the ability to dispatch low-carbon within each microgrid, but could
also fully interact with low-carbon power between the different microgrids through the
PESs to achieve the low-carbon operation of the whole system.

The observation from our case study was that although the addition of the charging
ESs increased the total system load from the initial 13,755 to 13,905 kWh during the low-
carbon periods of the main grid, the duration was short and the increase in carbon emissions
was small. Moreover, due to the absorption of low-carbon electricity by the ES during
this period, the CEI of the PES decreased from the initial 0.4 to 0.3795 kgCO2/kWh, and
started to discharge at this CEI during high-carbon period of the main grid. In the end, the
carbon emissions of systems 1, 2, and 3 (HADN case study) were 2343 123,328.1, 117,688,
and 110,958 kgCO2, respectively. The comparison of these three cases showed that the
addition of the DGs to the original microgrids resulted in a 4.6% reduction in the total
carbon emissions; the addition of both DGs and PESs to the microgrids resulted in a 10.03%
reduction in the total carbon emissions.

It is important to note that the presented results were obtained under the mentioned
assumptions and should be interpreted accordingly. Additionally, several dimensions of
this study should be further explored in the future. One direction is to study the changes in
this optimization by expanding the range of the HADN system and increasing the load
to to adapt to the pace of industrial development. Another suggestion is to consider the
investment and operating costs while reducing carbon emissions, making the optimization
dispatch more conducive to sustainable regional economic development. There are still
many technical issues that need to be addressed in order to more effectively apply HADN
optimization. Nevertheless, this study provides the verification of the HADN’s superior
low-carbon performance, and lays the foundation for more detailed low-carbon dispatching
of HADN and even for optimization dispatching considering more optimization objectives.
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